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Abstract
We propose a method for human action recognition, one that can localize the spatiotemporal regions that ‘define’ the actions. This is a challenging task due to the subtlety
of human actions in video and the co-occurrence of contextual elements. To address this
challenge, we utilize conjugate samples of human actions, which are video clips that are
contextually similar to human action samples but do not contain the action. We introduce
a novel attentional mechanism that can spatially and temporally separate human actions
from the co-occurring contextual factors. The separation of action and context factors is
weakly supervised, eliminating the need for laboriously detailed annotation of these two
factors in training samples. Our method can build human action classifiers with higher
accuracy and better interpretability. Experiments on several human action recognition
datasets demonstrate the quantitative and qualitative benefits of our approach.
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Introduction

Our work is concerned with human actions [4, 10, 18, 20, 28, 35, 36, 38, 41, 46] in video,
and we consider the task of localizing the spatiotemporal regions of a video that define
a human action. This task is useful for understanding human actions and for developing
computational models of human actions with better accuracy and higher interpretability. This
task, however, is very challenging due to the subtlety of human actions and the co-occurrence
of other contextual elements in the video. Finding the constituent elements of a human action
requires more than grounding the decisions of a human action classifier [3, 30, 33, 47, 48,
50], because the decisions of a human action classifier might be partially based on some
contextual cues [6, 37, 39, 40, 45] such as the background scene and the camera motion.
What we actually need is a detector rather than a classifier, and theoretically, this detector
can be learned if there is training data in which the video voxels that define a human action
are delineated. Unfortunately, collecting manual annotation at this level of details is notoriously difficult and even impossible. Scalability of manual annotation procedure is obviously
c 2020. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Attentive Action and Context Factorization. Attentive feature extraction and
classifier learning are two stages of a joint learning framework. S(a) and C(a) are the probability maps for the action and context components. f (a) and g(a) are the action and context
feature vectors, which will be subsequently fed into the classifier h. The objective is to minimize the classification loss, the similarity between action elements across F and F 0 and the
difference between context elements across F and F 0 .
a major concern, but a bigger challenge comes from the inherent ambiguity of human action. In a video, which voxels define the action, which are part of the context, and which are
noise? It is likely that we will get highly inconsistent annotations from different annotators.
In this paper, we propose a weakly-supervised method for localizing the spatiotemporal
regions of a video that define a human action. We eliminate the need for laboriously and ambiguously detailed annotation by leveraging conjugate samples [42] of human actions, which
are video clips that are contextually similar to human action samples, but do not contain the
actions. We introduce a novel attentional mechanism that can spatially and temporally separate human actions from the co-occurring factors, and this attentional mechanism can be
learned with the help of conjugate samples. Given an input video, this attentional mechanism will compute two spatiotemporal attention maps, one for the action components and
one for the context components, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Using these attention maps, we
can identify and separate action voxels from context voxels. This allows us to selectively
pool information from relevant regions of a video to compute feature vectors for the action
and context parts of the video. This leads to an improved classifier with higher accuracy and
better interpretability.

2
2.1

Related Work
Visual grounding

Given a query phrase or a referring expression, visual grounding requires a model to specify
a region within the image or the video that corresponds to the query input. It is inspired by the
top-down influences on selective attention in the human visual system (see [1] for a review).
Various methods [3, 33, 47, 48, 50] have been proposed for grounding a CNN’s prediction
for images. However, visual grounding for video data or temporal network architectures is
much less explored. Karpathy et al. [21] visualized LSTM cells that keep track of long-range
dependencies in a character-based model. Selvaraju et al. [30] presented qualitative results on
grounding image captioning and visual question answering using an RNN. Bargal et al. [2]
proposed a top-down attention mechanism for CNN-RNN models to produce spatiotemporal
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saliency maps that can be used for action/caption localization in videos.

2.2

Disentanglement in image/video synthesis

In recent years, much effort [7, 24, 26, 31, 32] has been spent on the task of learning explicitly disentangled representations and subsequently leveraging them to control image or
video synthesis process. Early approaches used bilinear model [34] and encoder-decoder
network [19] for separating content and style for images such as faces and text in various
fonts. The disentanglement of content and style was further explored in [8, 23] for computer graphics applications. More recently, deep learning frameworks based on Variational
Auto Encoders [22, 27] and Generative Adversarial Networks [5, 13, 29] have become more
popular because they are more powerful than classical methods at encoding and synthesizing
images and videos. Besides the disentanglement of content and style, some research [16, 32]
has also been conducted on separating the feature representation into translation-related and
translation-invariant factors.
Most related to our work is the Action-Context Factorization (ACF) framework [42] for
training a human action classifier that can explicitly factorize human actions from the cooccurring context. However, the objective in ACF was to learn factorized feature extraction
networks for better classification performance adaptability, while our goal here is to perform
visual grounding of the two factors by automatically identifying the voxels associated to
action and those corresponding to context. Incorporated in our method is a novel attentional
mechanism to spatially and temporally separating human action from co-occurring context,
a task that cannot be achieved by the ACF framework [42].

3

Attentive Factorization

3.1

Proposed Framework

We propose to train a human action classifier with both action and conjugate samples of
human actions. Let the training data be {(li , ai , a0i )}ni=1 , where li is an action label, ai is the
video sample for action li , and a0i is a conjugate sample for ai . Video a0i is contextually similar
to ai but it does not contain the action li .
Fig. 1(b) illustrates the proposed framework. Given the feature map F = F(a) ∈ ℜT ×H×W ×D
for an action sample a, we will compute two attention maps S and C ∈ [0, 1]T ×H×W for the
spatiotemporal distribution of the action and the context elements of the video respectively.
Si is the probability that voxel i of the feature map F corresponds to an action component,
while Ci is the probability that voxel i is a context element. Finally, the action extractor
f (a) can be defined as the function of the map F and the action map S, while the context
extractor g(a) is the function of F and the context map C. To aid the factorization process,
our framework uses a conjugate sample a0 and minimize two additional losses Ls and Ld . Ls
measures the similarity between the action elements of a (defined based on S) and the action
elements of a0 . Similarly, Ld measures the difference between the context elements of a and
a0 , defined based on C. The combined training objective is to minimize:
n

n

∑ Lc (h( f (ai ), g(ai )), li ) + ∑

i=1

i=1



Ld (C(ai ), F(ai ), F(a0i )) + Ls (S(ai ), F(ai ), F(a0i )) .

(1)
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Figure 2: (a) To compare similarities and differences between weakly-aligned feature maps
(F and F 0 ), we first transform them, then compute the weighted average of the similarities
and differences. The weights are based on the action map S and context map C. (b) illustrates
the computation of action and context attention maps. F is a 4D tensor F ∈ ℜT ×H×W ×D ,
while Sact , Satt , S,C are 3D tensors, ∈ [0, 1]T ×H×W .
This formulation uses conjugate samples in the learning process to aid the factorization between action and context components f (a) and g(a). This task is difficult or even impossible
to achieve using the standard approach to train the classifier by minimizing the classification
loss only. One can also train f (a) and g(a) with detailed annotations, but collecting detailed
annotation is a laborious and ambiguous process. The above formulation eliminates the need
for detailed annotations by utilizing conjugate samples during training. During testing, conjugate samples are not needed.
There are three loss terms in the above objective function: Lc , Ls , and Ld . One technical
challenge that we will address is the design of proper loss functions for Ls and Ld . While
Lc can be defined based on any standard classification loss such as cross entropy, the design of Ls and Ld requires special consideration because there is no direct voxel-to-voxel
correspondence between an action sample and a conjugate sample. This problem will be
addressed in the next subsection. After that, we will describe the parameterization of the
action and context attention maps.

3.2

Comparing weakly-aligned feature maps

We now describe the loss functions for measuring the similarity and difference between
weakly-aligned action and conjugate video samples.
In general, it is not a good idea to measure the element-wise similarities and differences
between F = F(a) and F 0 = F(a0 ) due to the positional shift of action and context elements.
Furthermore, an action sample and conjugate sample might have different lengths so the
feature maps might even have different sizes. To address the problem of not having voxelto-voxel correspondences, we propose the following mechanism. Consider a feature vector
Fk at location k of the feature map F for the action sample. If Fk corresponds to an action
element, it should be different from Fj0 for all j’s. On the other hand, if Fk corresponds to
a context voxel, then there must be j such that Fj0 is similar to Fk . We propose to define a
quantity to measure the amount of feature vector Fk in a set of feature vectors F 0 as follows:
η(Fk , F 0 ) = ∑
j

exp(γ F̂kT F̂j0 )
∑l exp(γ F̂kT F̂l0 )

Fj0 .

(2)

where F̂k and F̂j0 are unit vectors. Similarly, we can compute a vector η(Fk , F) to represent
the amount Fk in F. η(Fk , F) and η(Fk , F 0 ) should be different or similar depending on
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whether Fk corresponds to an action or context voxel. We define the similarity and difference
loss functions based on the transformed feature maps as follows:
∑k Sk × sim(η(Fk , F), η(Fk , F 0 ))
,
∑k Sk
∑ Ck × diff(η(Fk , F), η(Fk , F 0 ))
Ld = k
.
∑k Ck
Ls =

(3)
(4)

Here, sim and diff are two functions that measure the similarity and difference between
two 
vectors based on their cosine distance. Specifically in our experiments, sim(x, z) =
max 0, cos x, z − ξ and diff(x, z) = 1 − cos x, z . Fig. 2(a) illustrates the procedure for
feature map transformation and loss computation.

3.3

Attentive Action & Context Factorization

A video is represented by a 4D feature map F ∈ ℜT ×H×W ×D , and we will compute two attention maps S and C ∈ [0, 1]T ×H×W for the spatiotemporal distribution of the action and
the context elements of the video. We parameterize S and C based on one action map
Sact ∈ [0, 1]T ×H×W and one attention map Satt ∈ [0, 1]T ×H×W as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and
described below:
S = Sact Satt , C = 1 − Sact .
(5)

Operator
denotes element-wise multiplication. The action map Sact is the output of a
per-location sigmoid function. Its values represent the probability of each location being an
action component. Conversely, 1 − Sact represents the probability of each location being a
contextual element that is common in both action and conjugate samples. We use Satt to
further refine the action attention map S, because not all action elements are equal for the
action recognition task. Satt is a unit-sum tensor that allocates the percentage of attention for
each location. It is produced by a softmax function instead of a sigmoid function, and should
attend to more discriminative action components. More details on the parameterization of
Sact and Satt are in the supplementary material.
With the convolutional feature map F ∈ ℜT ×H×W ×D that represents the video, and two
spatiotemporal attention maps S and C ∈ [0, 1]T ×H×W respectively for the action and the context elements, we propose to compute the action feature and the context feature as follows.
Fs =

1
1
∑ si · θ (F)i and Fc = ∑ ci ∑ ci · θ (F)i .
∑ si i
i

Fs and Fc are the action and the context feature representations for input video v. θ is a
learnable transformation that is applied to the original feature maps. In this work, we define
θ (F) = relu(F + conv3d(F)), which includes a residual connection to aid the optimization
process [15]. Other transformation functions are also plausible. Finally, we apply the classifier h to obtain the class confidence scores. Specifically we concatenate Fs and Fc and apply
a fully-connected layer.

3.4

Implementation Details

We now provide more details on the parameterization of Sact and Satt in Eq. (5). We first
apply two separate 3D convolutional layers φ and ψ on the extracted feature map F to
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compute the action confidence map φ (F) and the attention confidence map ψ(F). These
are unnormalized confidence scores, and their range highly depends on the values of the
convolution kernel weights of φ and ψ. To ensure consistent value ranges across different
. This function can
videos and time steps, we apply a normalization step, called AttNorm
dims
be applied on a multidimensional input tensor; it will subtract the average value from the
input tensor and then divide the result by the standard deviation. Both the average value
and the standard deviation are computed along the specified dimensions dims. This AttNorm
dims
function is similar to a Batch-Norm layer with a key difference. The proposed normalization
is performed among different spatial locations at different time steps, instead of different
samples in a single batch. We also use a Percent
module to control the percentage of positive
ρ
values to be ρ ∈ [0, 100] in each confidence map. This can be done by subtracting the ρpercentile value from every element of the confidence map. By explicitly controlling the
percentage of positive values before the sigmoid function, as used in Eq. (6), we can regulate
the percentage of action components in Sact within the entire video. Both AttNorm
and Percent
ρ
dims
are parameter-free. They enable efficient and stable network training in our experiments.
After the normalization of the confidence scores, we apply the relaxed sigmoid or softmax
function to obtain the intermediate attentive distribution maps:
Sact = sigmoid(α · Percent AttNorm φ (F)), Satt = softmax(β · AttNorm ψ(F)).
ρ

t,h,w

t,h,w

t,h,w

(6)

Here, ρ, α, and β are tunable hyper parameters. ρ controls the percentage of action component within each video. α controls the sharpness of the boundary between action and
context. When α is 0, Sact is 0.5 everywhere, and every location contains equal amounts of
action and context values. If α = ∞, ρ percent of the values in Sact are 1’s, and the rest are
0’s. That entails a hard separation of action and context spatiotemporally. β can be used to
control the balance between average pooling and max pooling for the attention map. When
β is 0, Satt has uniform values, and this is equivalent to average pooling. If β = ∞, only
one location in the video has the attention weight of 1, while the attention weights of other
locations are 0; this is equivalent to max pooling.
The learnable parameters of the proposed action and context attentive mechanism are the
kernel parameters of the functions φ , ψ and θ . The functions AttNorm
, Percent
, sigmoid and
ρ
dims
softmax are all parameter-free. ρ, α and β are hyper-parameters which can be tuned using
validation data; in our experiments, a good default starting point is ρ = 30.0, α = β = 1.

4

Experiments

We perform experiments on four action recognition datasets: ActionThread [17], Hollywood2 [25], HACS [49], and Pascal VOC [9] (presented in supplementary material).

4.1

Separating action and context in video

Dataset. Our experiments in this section are performed on the ActionThread dataset [17].
It contains not only the video clips that include human actions but also the sequences right
before and after the actions. These sequences are good candidates for conjugate samples of
human actions. The human action samples in ActionThread were automatically located and
extracted using script mining in 15 different TV series. ActionThread has 13 different actions
and 3035 video clips, which are split into disjoint train and test subsets [17]. We consider the
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Method
I3D [4]
PoseMask
10Region
50Region
Attentional [11]
ACF [42]
ActX [w/o Satt ]
ActX [Proposed]

RGB Only

RGB + Flow

#param

mAP

#param

mAP

13.4M
n/a
n/a
n/a
13.4M
13.4M
13.4M
13.4M

46.7
46.0
50.1
49.6
53.0
52.9
51.2
55.4

28.8M
n/a
n/a
n/a
28.8M
28.8M
28.8M
28.8M

55.9
53.2
57.6
56.3
61.8
60.4
58.8
63.1

Table 1: Action recognition results on the ActionThread dataset (average precision values are shown; higher is better). All methods are based on the same feature maps produced
by the I3D backbone. I3D [4] uses global average pooling. All other methods use attention for weighted pooling of features. The numbers of parameters added by the attentional
mechanisms are negligible compared to that of the I3D backbone. ActX achieves the best
performance.
pre- and post-action sequences as the source for mining conjugate samples, and make sure
each pair of action and conjugate samples are extracted from the same video thread.
Feature Extraction. We use the pre-trained two-stream I3D ConvNet [4] for feature extraction. Each video is represented as two 4D feature maps Frgb , Ff low ∈ ℜT ×8×11×1024 . T
is the number of video frames divided by 8. The proposed attentive factorization network
can take input feature maps with different temporal lengths. However, temporal cropping
with a fixed length is still necessary during training because we need to put feature maps
into mini-batches. We use a batch size of 36 videos and the temporal cropping length is set
to 10, equivalent to 80 frames or 3.2 seconds. At test time, temporal cropping is unnecessary. The entire feature maps are fed into the network to perform attentive action and context
factorization as well as action recognition. More details are in the supplementary material.
Action Recognition Performance. Tab. 1 compares the action recognition performance of
several methods on the ActionThread dataset. I3D is a baseline approach [4] where the I3D
feature vectors are averaged over the entire video. ActX is the proposed approach where
attentive action and context factorization and human action classification are jointly optimized. As can be seen from Tab. 1, the proposed ActX significantly outperforms I3D, a
direct baseline method without an attentional mechanism. The improvement brought by the
attentional mechanism is most evident on the spatial stream where RGB images are used for
feature extraction.
We also compare our method with alternative approaches for weighting the I3D feature
maps. ACF is the approach of [42] where Laction
and Lcontext
are defined based on cosine
sim
di f f
distance between globally pooled feature vectors. Attentional is a state-of-the-art attentional pooling method [11] where both the top-down (category-specific) and the bottom-up
(category-agnostic) attention maps are learned for weighting the predicted action scores.
PoseMask is a method where human poses are used to obtain an attentive action map that
focuses on regions of the human body joints. We use the Convolutional Pose Machine algorithm [44] to detect human pose keypoints within each video frame. The detected body
keypoints include ears, eyes, and mouth regions, as well as shoulders, hips, limbs, wrists, and
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Action attention map

Context attention map

Action attention map

Context attention map

(a) AnswerPhone

(b) DriveCar

(c) Eat

(d) Kiss

Figure 3: Examples of attention maps for action and context. The action attention maps
have higher weights on humans, but not all humans receive the same attention, and not all
parts of a human subject receive attention. The weights of the context maps are lower on the
human subjects. The context maps have nonuniform distribution over background pixels.
ankles. We convert these keypoint heat maps into binary masks and use them for weighted
pooling of the I3D features. The pose mask is expected to guide the classifier to attend to the
human regions and achieve better action recognition results. However, the performance of
PoseMask is worse than the average-pooled I3D features, indicating the importance of nonhuman regions. Because of this, we also consider k-Region where object region proposals
are used for attentive attribution. We use the Detectron software library [12] to obtain the
top k object regions predicted by the Region Proposal Network of a Mask RCNN. We use
the ROI-align module to obtain the feature representation for each region and average them
into a single feature vector. We experiment with k = 10 and k = 50, both yielding an action
recognition performance that is slightly better than the average pooling method (I3D). However, these methods are still outperformed by the proposed method ActX. We also perform
an ablation study where Satt is not used (i.e., S = Sact ). The performance is not as good as
when Satt is used to refine the action attention map. The numbers of parameters added by
these attentional mechanisms are negligible compared to that of the I3D backbone network.
Visualizing Action and Context Components. Fig. 3 shows some examples of action and
context attention maps. To recognize an action, it is important to attend to the human subjects. This explains why action maps put higher weights on human subjects. However, not all
humans in a video frame receive the same attention, and not all body parts of a human receive
attention. On the contrary, the weights of the context maps are lower on the human subjects.
The context maps emphasize the background regions with a nonuniform distribution.

4.2

Imperfect conjugate samples

Until now, we have assumed the availability of perfect conjugate samples that do not contain
the actions in consideration. This assumption holds in general. For example, if a human
action dataset has temporal annotations for the start and end times of the actions, we can
consider the sequences right before and after the action boundaries as conjugate samples.
When a new action dataset is being collected, we can save the pre- and post-action sequences
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Method

RGB Only

RGB + Flow

I3D [4]
PoseMask
10Region
50Region
Attentional [11]
ACF [42]
ActX [Proposed]

55.3
49.4
55.6
55.9
61.3
61.3
62.5

62.8
60.0
64.6
64.8
69.8
71.2
73.2

EEP + I3D [43]
EEP + ActX [Proposed]

73.5
76.0

81.0
82.0

Table 2: Action recognition results on the Hollywood2 dataset (average precision values
are shown; higher is better). All methods are based on the same feature maps produced
by the I3D ConvNet. The proposed ActX achieves better performance than other attention
mechanisms, when used with or without Eigen Evolution Pooling (EEP [43]). We consider
EEP because it has the current state-of-the-art performance on Hollywood2.
for future mining of conjugate samples. However, if we are forced to work with a specific
dataset such as Hollywood2, where the pre- and post-action sequences are not available, we
can use “imperfect” conjugate samples instead. In this scenario, the conjugate samples are
not guaranteed to exclude all action elements that are shared with the action samples. With
this in mind, we investigate whether or not a black-and-white separation between conjugate
and action samples with respect to the action elements are necessary.
Experiments on Hollywood2. We first perform experiments on the Hollywood2 dataset [25],
which contains 12 action classes and 1,707 videos collected from 69 Hollywood movies. To
train the proposed method on Hollywood2, we use a batch size of 36 videos, and the temporal cropping length for I3D feature maps is set to 6, equivalent to 48 frames or around 2
seconds. The source for mining conjugate samples is the sequences right before and after
the temporally cropped action samples. The extracted action and conjugate samples share
the same context, and the key difference between them is the dynamic content of the human
action at different action stages.
Tab. 2 compares the action recognition performance of several methods on the Hollywood2 dataset. ActX is the proposed approach where attentive action and context factorization and human action classification are jointly optimized. It significantly outperforms
the baseline I3D [4] approach where the I3D feature vectors are averaged. The performance
gaps between the proposed ActX method and other attention mechanism on the Hollywood2
dataset are similar to those on the ActionThread dataset, presented in Tab. 1. More specifically, the proposed ActX significantly outperforms Attentional, where both the categoryspecific and agnostic attention maps are used, while PoseMask, k-Region achieve worse or
similar action recognition performance than the average-pooled I3D features. The last two
rows of Tab. 2 also compares the action recognition performance of the baseline I3D features and the proposed ActX features, when they are temporally compressed using Eigen
Evolution Pooling (EEP) [43]. EEP uses a set of basis functions learned from data using
PCA to encode the evolution of features over time. It provides an effective way to capture
the long-term and complex dynamics of human actions in video. ActX still outperforms I3D
when combined with EEP.
Experiments on HACS-30. We also perform an experiment on the HACS dataset [49]. This
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Method

mAP

mAcc

I3D [14]
Attention [11]
ACF [42]
ActX [Proposed]

57.8
58.6
58.3
59.1

83.1
84.5
84.3
85.3

Table 3: Average Precision results on the HACS-30 validation set. All methods are based
on the same feature maps produced by the backbone network (I3D-Res34-RGB [14]). The
proposed ActX achieves the best performance.
dataset provides both positive and negative samples for 200 action categories. Some positive
and negative samples are extracted from the same video, so they have similar context with
the key difference being whether or not an action of interest is observed. Thus the negative
samples are a great source for mining conjugate samples. More precisely, given a positive
action sample, we consider its top three nearest neighbors in the negative data pool as the
conjugate samples. To compute the distance between videos, we use feature embeddings
extracted by the I3D [14] network (I3D-Res34-RGB).
Limited by computation resource, we use a subset of the HACS dataset, which we will
refer to as HACS-30. This subset contains 30 positive action classes and one negative
background class. The 30 actions are those with the least positive samples, which makes
the recognition task more challenging. After conjugate sample mining, the training set of
HACS-30 contains 11770 positive samples, and each positive sample has three corresponding conjugate samples. We evaluate the action recognition performance on the HACS-30
validation set, which contains 1186 samples for the 30 actions and 1712 samples for the negative background class. Given the imbalance between positive and negative data, we report
the mean average precision (mAP) and the mean class accuracy (mAcc; obtained by averaging the per-class accuracies over 31 classes). The experiment results are reported in Tab. 3.
As can be observed, the proposed ActX outperforms other attention mechanisms. However,
the performance gain is smaller than those achieved on the ActionThread and Hollywood2
dataset. This might be due to the short duration of HACS video clips (all clips are only 2
seconds long), and the added benefit of an attention mechanism is less for short videos.

5

Conclusions

We have presented a novel method for identifying action and context voxels of a video.
Our method disentangles the action and the context components of a video with a novel
attentional mechanism that can compute two spatiotemporal attention maps for action and
context separately. Our method requires paired training data of action and conjugate samples
of human actions, but this type of data can be collected easily. We have demonstrated the
quantitative and qualitative benefits of using our method on the ActionThread, Hollywood2,
HACS, and VOC Action datasets.
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